Fitzpatrick Clan Society
The Clan Quarterly
General News
A big thank you to all those who have commented on the constitution; a revised version is now
posted on the Fitzpatrick Clan Society website. Clan membership has not passed the 200 mark yet.
Please consider asking Fitzpatricks you know to sign up so we can get on with the process of
electing officers.
Brett Fitzpatrick is a very lucky guy – he only joined the Fitzpatrick Clan Society a few days before
the draw for the August 2018 SNP test, but he came out of the hat first. Brett already had taken a
BigY test, so the Fitzpatrick Clan Society upgraded him to the Family Finder (autosomal test) at
FTDNA. And Jill Hindley was the September 2018 winner; with no close Fitzpatricks males to take
the SNP test Jill was also upgraded to the Family Finder test.
Website Updates
Be sure to check the Fitzpatrick Clan Society website and the forum page – they are updated
regularly. The forum, especially, is a great place to go to if you need help with your Fitzpatrick
family histories because we have some very experienced genealogist members who have access to
all manner of great resources. Also, the Fitzpatrick Guild of One-Names website has had a face-lift
and can now facilitate the upload of all Fitzpatrick genealogical data. Please email me if you’d like
to make your data available.
Creative Award 2018
We haven’t had a single entry for the 2018 Creative Award yet, which surprises me a little because
the prize is the fantastic Big Y-500. So, don’t be shy now, I know there is talent out there! The
entry can be anything creative: a story, a poem, a painting, a hat that you knitted for your granddaughter etc.
Australian Gathering 2019
Sue England, Sharon FitzPatrick and Bernard Fitzpatrick have mooted the idea of a ’Down-Under’
gathering of Fitzpatricks to be held, possibly in Sydney, in the latter half of 2019. For more
information, you can email Sue.
History Slot
Matt Fitzpatrick has summarised the 1901 Ireland census data and provided distribution statistics
for the Fitzpatrick surname; a graphical version is reproduced here. Matt’s work has highlighted
just how many Fitzpatricks are from County Cavan. Unfortunately understanding the older roots
of these Cavan Fitzpatricks is not trivial. As John Grenham points out Pender’s Census of 1659 is
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“nothing like a census” (1) but is “…is flawed. It is missing all of counties Cavan, Galway, Mayo,
Tyrone and Wicklow, most of Meath (nine baronies) and four baronies in Cork.” Hence, older
information on Cavan Fitzpatricks must be derived from other sources, such as the patent rolls,
depositions etc. What is tantalising for the historical researcher is O’Hart’s reference to the fact
the Fitzpatricks of Bréifne were originally from Ossory (2). Fortunately we have Matt Fitzpatrick
and Bernard Fitzpatrick on the job, and we hope to have material from them relating to Bréifne
Fitzpatricks in the next newsletter.

DNA News
The Fitzpatrick DNA Project has welcomed Canadian Ian Fitzpatrick and Australian Tim Fitzpatrick
as co-administrators. Ian will concentrate efforts on the large group of FGC11134 Fitzpatricks, and
Tim will focus on the equally large FGC5494 group.
Since the August 2018 newsletter, we have had great additions and new results posted that has
enabled some good detective work to be done, as well as laying down some critical foundations
for future discoveries.
May 2018 SNP winner Daniel Fitzpatrick was upgraded to a SNP-pack and found to be L226,
proving his old Irish roots without any doubt; L226 is known as Irish Type III and any of Daniel’s
close STR-matches are certain to be L226 also. June 2018 SNP winner Ann Wanner was able to
confirm her Fitzpatrick line was S18951, the same as Anthony FitzPatrick’s – we wish them luck
trying to find a common ancestor. July 2018 SNP winner Joe Fitzpatrick tested positive for
FGC9811, adding more weight to the theory that Joe and his DNA matches were associated with
the Maguire of Fermanagh.
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In addition to the lucky winners, we had Paul Fitzpatrick take a SNP-pack and demonstrate his
paper Kerry roots are fully supported by DNA; Paul is A923, which is a sub group of CTS4466 (Irish
Type II) and this points to an association with Clan Sheehan in the 14th Century.
Then we had the incredible DNA data come in for Reeny Wilson’s dad, John Fitzpatrick. Reeny
traces her Fitzpatricks to near Drogheda in County Louth, and with her father’s John’s BigY we
were able to match him with three other Fitzpatricks who had no real idea of their Irish origins
before ca. 1800 AD. And what’s just as remarkable is that these Louth Fitzpatricks are close DNA
matches to the very well genetically fingerprinted Fitzpatricks of County Down. The Louth and
Down cousins share ancestry from ca. 1200-1400 AD and their combined story provides
fascinating insights into the movement of some Leinster Mac Giolla Phádraigs in the period
following the Norman invasions. More about that in a future newsletter.
But the biggest developments are happening in the A1487 sub-branch of FGC5494, which saw the
addition of NGS data for two Fitzpatricks, a Costigan and a FitzGerald. All share common ancestry
but unravelling their DNA mystery is not trivial. Hence, we are very grateful to have had some folk
of other surnames (Brennan and Hennessey) join the Project; they are distant cousins of A1487
Fitzpatricks and their data is so valuable in helping us understand both when key DNA mutations
occurred, and how their various lines of DNA mutations developed.
More NGS data is inbound, but as it stands we see A1497 dominated by four truly great Irish and
Norman-Irish surnames (Brennan, D’Alton, FitzGerald and Fitzpatrick). The group share common
ancestry in the past 400-600 years and we have been able to establish a modal haplotype for their
‘primordial A1487’ common ancestor who was born ca. 1150-1350 AD. This timeframe was
calculated after an exhaustive analysis of 67-marker Y-STR data and correlation with SNP data, and
it lines up very well with historical and genealogical records. From the late 14th century it is fully
established that the Brennan, D’Alton, FitzGerald and Fitzpatrick families occupied Ossory and
were intertwined with each other – societally, politically and through intermarriage (3). Hence,
mounting DNA evidence indicates that A1487 Fitzpatricks are the descendants of some of the
most powerful overlords in medieval Ireland. Expect a more detailed update on the website in the
next few weeks.
I am aware I have promised to upload some ‘DNA for beginners’ material to the website in the
coming months and I’ve not forgotten. I’m working with my nephew, a fine lad by the name of
Cormac Doyle, on some graphical elements of the presentation, which should be ready in early
2019.
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Sláinte is táinte

Mike Fitzpatrick PhD
Fitzpatrick Clan Society – Acting Secretary
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